For decades now, Steri Technologies has been delivering reliable filtration equipment to every continent around the world. Superior designs of FUNDA pressure leaf filters, ZWAG Nutsche filters, Steri CANDLE filters technologies and many more...

**FUNDA® Filter**
- FUNDA® filters are compact, enclosed, self-cleaning, multi-plate filters available with integrated heating and drying for manufacturing, pilot and laboratory applications. With more than 6,000 systems in place worldwide, and hundreds in North America, this technology has an extensive track record of reliable performances across a broad range of applications.
- FUNDA type R, for dry cake discharge. 0.1m² to 100m²
- FUNDA type A, for slurry cake discharge. 0.1m² to 100m²

**ZWAG® Filter**
- ZWAG®, superior design, superlative performance and professional support. 0.1m² to 12m²
- ZWAG® is a family of totally enclosed, single-plate Nutsche filters for pressure filtration and vacuum drying. With integral heating and drying, multi-functional ZWAG filters are compact and versatile for manufacturing, pilot and laboratory applications.

**CANDLE Filter**
- Steri CANDLE filters, low solid filtration. 0.1m² to 60m²
- Steri CANDLE filters are enclosed, candle shaped filter elements arranged vertically inside a pressure vessel. The filter cake is formed on the outside of the candle.